Budgetair.com Privacy Policy
Budgetair.com knows that you care how your information is used and shared. We value your trust, and we
prioritize the security and confidentiality of information you provide to us. Please read this policy to learn
about our privacy practices. By visiting our website, you accept our practices as described below and agree
that any dispute over our practices is governed by this policy and our Terms of Use.
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The information we collect
From you. We receive and store information that you submit on our website or give us in other ways (such as
via telephone or through the mail). This consists of information that can identify you ("personal information"),
including your first and last name, date of birth, telephone number, postal and email addresses, fax number,
and billing information (such as credit card number, cardholder name, and expiration date). We may also
request information about your travel plans, style, and preferences (such as meal requests, seat selection,
frequent flyer/hotel/car rental program information, and flight class, luggage, and ticketing options) as well
as your entertainment interests (such as tour itineraries, performance and activity interests, and venue
preferences). You can choose not to provide information to us, but generally this information is necessary for
you to register as a user, make bookings for travel or entertainment, complete a profile, receive updates of
flight delays or schedule changes, post reviews, contribute to a discussion forum, participate in a survey,
contest, or sweepstakes, ask us a question, or initiate other transactions on our website. If you decline to
supply or provide us with information while using our website, you may not be able to use or participate in
some or all of its features.
About Travel Companions. When you make a reservation on behalf of one or more travel or activity
companions using our website, we will request personal information as well as interests, styles and preferences
for each of those individuals. You should obtain the consent of those individuals prior to submitting such
information, as access to view or change their information will be available only through your account.
As May Be Required By Law. Under the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Secure Flight program,
most air passengers are now required to provide their full name, date of birth, and gender (plus redress
number, when applicable). Secure Flight is a federally mandated program administered by the TSA. The
privacy notice of the TSA is as follows:>
The Transportation Security Administration of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security requires aircraft
operators to collect information from you for purposes of watch list screening, under the authority of 49 U.S.C.
section 114, and the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004. Providing this information is
voluntary; however, if it is not provided, you may be subject to additional screening or denied transport or
authorization to enter a sterile area. TSA may share information you provide with law enforcement or
intelligence agencies or others under its published system of records notice. For more on TSA Privacy policies,
or to view the system of records notice and the privacy impact assessment, please see TSA's Web site at
www.tsa.gov.

From Other Sources. From time to time we may also obtain both personal and non-personal information about
you from our affiliated entities, business partners or other third party sources and add it to our account
information about you. Examples of such information include updated address information, purchase history,
and demographic data. In addition, if you sign up for Budgetair.com using your social media account, link your
Budgetair.com account to your social media account, or use certain other Budgetair.com social media features,
we may access information about you through that social media provider, subject to that provider's policies.
The information may include your name, email address, profile picture, gender, list of friends, and other
information that you authorize us to receive. Depending on the privacy settings of you and your friends, we
may access information that you provide to a social media provider regarding your respective locations
("Location Data") or "likes" in order to provide you with relevant content. Note that your Location Data may
also be shared with your friends on a social media provider, subject to your privacy settings with that social
media provider.
Automatic Information. We automatically collect certain information about your computer when you visit our
website. For example, we record your IP address, Web browser software (such as Firefox, Safari, or Internet
Explorer), and referring website. We also may gather information about your online activity, such as trips or
activities viewed and bookings made. We collect this automatic information to customize your user experience
and protect against fraud. See also Cookies and other technologies below.
How we use your information
In general, we use sensitive billing information about you (such as cardholder name, credit card number, and
expiration date) to complete travel-related or other bookings you make. We use other information about you
for general purposes, such as providing you with products and services you request; providing you with
booking confirmations and updates; managing your account, including processing bills; communicating with
you in general; responding to your questions and comments; assessing interest in and improving our products,
services, and website; advising you about special offers, products or services that may be of interest to you;
customizing your experience with our website; rewarding you as part of a reward and recognition program
you may belong to; soliciting information from you, including through surveys; enabling us to publish your
reviews, forum posts, and other content within the Budgetair.com community; resolving disputes, collecting
fees, or troubleshooting problems; preventing potentially prohibited or illegal activities; enforcing our Terms
of Use; and as otherwise may be described to you at the time the information is collected.
Email Communications. From time to time, we may send you emails containing information about your
apparent travel-related or activity interests. We do this to make it easy for you to take advantage of travelrelated or other opportunities on our website. For example, if you search for a flight to Paris on our website
and have saved your itinerary or otherwise not yet booked your travel, we may send you an email to remind
you about your saved itinerary or let you know about a special airfare to Paris. Similarly, if we send you an
email about Paris travel and you show interest in Paris hotels by clicking on a link about Paris hotels in the
email, we may send you an email containing special hotel offers in Paris or other destination information such
as tours and local entertainment. We hope such emails provide valuable information to you about travelrelated or other special offers available on our website. Note, however, that you may choose not to receive
these emails. See Your choices around collection and use of your information below.
With whom we share your information
We may share your information with the following entities:
· Suppliers, such as hotel, airline, car rental, tour and activity providers, and that fulfill your travel and
entertainment bookings. All services provided by a third party supplier are described as such on our website.
While we may share personal and non-personal information about you with these suppliers, we restrict their
use of your email address such that they may only contact you as necessary to facilitate your travel and
entertainment bookings or respond to a review that you submitted on our website. We encourage you to
review the privacy statements of all travel and entertainment suppliers whose products you purchase through
Budgetair.com because they may differ substantially from ours.
· Third party vendors who provide services or functions on our behalf, including credit card processing,
business analytics, customer service, marketing, distribution of surveys or sweepstakes programs, and fraud
prevention. We authorize such vendors to collect and store information on our behalf in order to operate
features of our website or facilitate the delivery of online advertising tailored to your interests. Third party
vendors have access to and may collect and store information only as needed to perform their functions and

are not permitted to share or use the information for any other purpose. They must also follow the same data
security practices that we follow.
· Business partners with whom we may jointly offer products or services, or whose products or services may
be offered on our website. If a third party is involved in a product or service that you have requested, their
name will appear, either alone or with ours. If you select these optional services, we may share both personal
and non-personal information about you with those partners. Note, however, that we do not control the privacy
practices of these third party business partners.
· Referring websites. If you were referred to Budgetair.com from another website (for example, through a link
you clicked on another website that directed you to ours), we may share certain information about you with
that referring website. We have not placed limitations on the referring websites use of your personal
information so we encourage you to review the privacy statements of any website that referred you to ours.
· Companies within our corporate family. We may share your personal information with our parent company
and corporate affiliates including international corporate affiliates (such as Travix International B.V. and BCD
Entertainment B.V.). This enables us to share information with you about travel-related and other products
and services that might interest you. To the extent that our parent company and corporate affiliates have
access to your information, they will follow practices that are at least as restrictive as the practices described
in this Privacy Policy. They also will comply with applicable laws governing the transmission of promotional
communications and, at a minimum, give you an opportunity in any email they send to choose not to receive
such messages in the future.
We also may share your information:
· In response to subpoenas, court orders, or other legal process; to establish or exercise our legal rights; to
defend against legal claims; or as otherwise required by law. In such cases we reserve the right to raise or
waive any legal objection or right available to us.
· When we believe it is appropriate to investigate, prevent, or take action regarding illegal or suspected illegal
activities; to protect and defend the rights, property, or safety of our company or this website, our customers,
or others; and in connection with our Terms of Use and other agreements.
· In connection with a corporate transaction, such as divestiture, merger, consolidation, or asset sale, or in
the unlikely event of bankruptcy, liquidation or reorganization.
· Other than as described above, we will notify you when we share your personal information with third parties,
and you will have the opportunity to choose that we not share such information.
· If you choose to submit reviews or otherwise contribute to discussion forums at Budgetair.com, certain
information in your profile may be publicly viewable and identifiable via your user name. You have the ability
to your profile as members of the public will see it by logging in to your account.
· We also may share aggregate or anonymous information with third parties, including advertisers and
investors. For example, we may tell our advertisers the number of visitors our website receives or the most
popular hotels and vacation destinations. This information does not contain any personal information and is
used to develop content and services that we believe you will find of interest.
How you can access your information
You can access and update certain information by logging in to your account at Budgetair.com.
How you can close your account
You can close your account by emailing us at info.us@budgetair.com. Please note that after you close an
account, you will not be able to sign in or access any of your personal information. However, you can open a
new account at any time. We may retain certain information associated with your account, including for
analytical purposes as well as for record keeping integrity.
Your choices around collection and use of your information

As stated above, you can decline to supply or provide us with information however you may not be able to
make bookings for travel or other products and services or take advantage of certain features offered on our
website.
You also can add or update information and close your account as stated above.
When you create an account on our website, you will be given a choice as to whether or not you would like to
receive email messages from us about special offers. You can modify your choice at any time by logging in to
your account. You will also be able to unsubscribe from commercial email messages in any such email we
send. However, we reserve the right to send you other communications, including service announcements,
administrative messages, and surveys relating to your account or to your transactions on our website, without
offering you the opportunity to opt out of receiving them.
You may choose to register a mobile number on our website in order to receive day-of-travel flight alerts. You
may discontinue these alerts at any time by logging in to your account.
Your California Privacy Rights
Under the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) of 2018, California residents have specific rights to exercise:
Right to access
You may request and obtain from us once a year, free of charge, certain details about personal information
(if any) that we disclosed to third parties for direct marketing purposes in the preceding calendar year. If
applicable, these details would include a list of the categories of personal information that was shared and the
names and addresses of all third parties with which we shared such information.
Right to erasure
You have the right to have your personal data erased, which means the deletion of your data by us and, where
possible, any other third-party to whom your data has previously been disclosed to by us. Erasure of your
personal data only finds place in certain cases. This includes situations where your personal data are no longer
necessary in relation to the initial purposes for which they were processed as well as situations where they
were processed unlawfully. Due to the way we maintain certain services, it may take some time before backup
copies are erased.
Right to opt-out
You have the right, at any time, to opt-out of sale of your personal information. This opt-out option is also
given by your first entrance to our website. You can exercise your right to opt-out by submitting a request
as described below or by clicking the ‘do-not-sell-my-data’* link on the website. We will respect your
decision to opt-out for at least 12 months before requesting you to authorize the sale of your personal
information.
If you are a California resident and would like to make such a request, please submit your request in writing
by email to info.us@budgetair.com or write to us at: Travix USA LLC d/b/a Budgetair.com, Attn: Customer
Service - Privacy, 99 Almaden Blvd. Ste 880, San Jose, CA 95113 and reference "California Privacy Disclosure."
We will respond to such requests within 30 days following receipt at the email or mailing address stated above.
If we receive your request at a different email or mailing address, we will respond within a reasonable period
of time not to exceed 150 days from the date received.
*’sell’ is used here as defined in the CCPA. Note that your personal information is not for sale; as a part of
our commitment to our customers, we never sell personal information.
Cookies and other technologies
Cookies are small data text files that are stored on your computer's hard drive (if your Web browser permits).
Budgetair.com uses cookies for the following general purposes:
To help us recognize your browser as a previous visitor and save and remember any preferences you may
have set while your browser was visiting our website. For example, if you create an account on our website,
we may use cookies to remember your account information so you do not need to log into our website each
time you visit. We also may record your password in a cookie, if you check the box entitled "Sign me in

automatically next time." Note that for security purposes we encrypt all account-related data included in such
cookies. Cookies will not contain any personal information unless you have created an account with us.
To help us customize the content and advertisements provided to you on this website and on other websites
across the Internet. For example, when you access a page on our website, a cookie is automatically set by us,
our service providers (such as Google), or our partners to recognize your browser as you navigate the Internet
and to present you with information and advertising based on your apparent interests. See Display of tailored
advertising and your choices for more information about our online advertising practices and your choices.
You may also opt out of Google's use of cookies by visiting Google advertising opt-out page.
To help us measure and research the effectiveness of our website features and offerings, advertisements, and
email communications. For example, we may use cookies to determine which emails you open and act upon.
The Help menu on the toolbar of most browsers will tell you how to prevent your browser from accepting new
cookies, how to have the browser notify you when you receive a new cookie, or how to disable cookies
altogether. For example, to disable cookies using Internet Explorer, select "Internet Options" under the Tools
menu and click on "Privacy." Select "High" or "Block All Cookies." To disable cookies using Mozilla Firefox,
select "Options" under the "Tools" menu. Note, however, that if you refuse to accept cookies, you may not be
able to access many of the tools and features offered on our website.
Our website also uses beacons (also known as clear gifs, pixel tags or Web bugs), which are tiny graphics with
a unique identifier, similar in function to cookies, that are placed in the code of a Web page. We use beacons
to monitor traffic patterns of users across pages within our website, to deliver or communicate with cookies,
to determine whether you have come to our website from an online advertisement displayed on a third party
website, and to improve website performance. We also may allow our third party vendors to use beacons to
help us understand which emails have been opened by recipients and to track the visitor traffic and actions
on our website. This helps us to measure the effectiveness of our content and other offerings.
If you have any questions about our use of cookies or other technologies, please email us at

info.us@budgetair.com.
Display of tailored advertising and your choices
Data collected by us to serve you with relevant advertising. We want to help provide you with relevant content
and other information as you use the Internet. To do this, we may, through Cookies and other technologies,
collect and store information about your travel-related or other searches, such as prospective itineraries,
airfare information or entertainment bookings in which you indicate interest. We use this information, together
with other information we have collected about you, to serve you with ads, on our website or elsewhere online,
that match your apparent interests. For example, if you search for a flight to Shanghai on our website, you
may see an advertisement for a Shanghai travel package on our website or on another website you visit. We
do not combine information we collect about your travel-related or other searches with personal information
(such as your email address) in order to serve you with advertisements nor do we share your personal
information with third parties so that they can serve you with advertisements.
If you wish to opt-out of this kind of advertising, you can either delete cookies on your browser or you can
click on the following link: http://www.networkadvertising.org/managing/opt_out.asp. Note that if you choose
not to receive tailored ads, you will still see online advertisements, but they will be more general and less
relevant to you.
Data collected by others to serve you with relevant advertising. The advertisements you see on our website
are served by us or by our service providers. However, we also allow third parties to collect information about
your online activities through Cookies and other technologies. These third parties include (1) Google, which
provides us with analytics data, displays advertisements for third party products and services on our website,
and collects information when you view or interact with such advertisements,(2) our other business partners,
which collect information when you view or interact with one of their advertisements on our website, and (3)
advertising networks, which collect information about your interests when you view or interact with an
advertisement they place on websites across the Internet. The information gathered by these third parties is
used to make predictions about your characteristics, interests or preferences, and to display advertisements
that are tailored to your apparent interests on our website and across the Internet. The information they
collect does not include your personal information.

Note that we do not have access to or control over Cookies and other technologies these third parties may
use to collect information about your interests, and the information practices of these third parties are not
covered by this Privacy Policy. Some of these companies are members of the Network Advertising Initiative,
which offers a single location to opt out of ad targeting from member companies. To learn more, please click
here.
You
may
also
opt
out
of
your
use
of
Google
analytics
by
visiting
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout.
Data collected by cookie-based exchanges to serve you with relevant advertising. Like other companies
operating online, Budgetair.com participates in cookie-based exchanges where anonymous information is
collected about your browsing behavior through Cookies and other technologies and segmented into different
topics of interest (such as travel or entertainment). These topics of interest are then shared with third parties,
including advertisers and ad networks, so they can tailor advertisements to your apparent interests. We do
not share personal information (such as your email address) with these companies and we do not permit these
companies to collect any personal information about you on our website. Please click here to learn more about
cookie-based exchanges, including how to access information about the topics of interest associated with
cookies on your computer and how to decline participation in these programs.
How we protect your information
We want you to feel secure and confident about using our website to make travel arrangements and other
bookings, and we are committed to protecting the information we collect about you. While no website can
guarantee security or that information you supply will not be intercepted while being transmitted to us over
the Internet, we have implemented appropriate administrative, technical, and physical security procedures to
help protect the personal information you provide to us. For example, only authorized employees are permitted
to access personal information, and they may only do so for permitted business functions. In addition, we use
encryption when transmitting your sensitive personal information between your system and ours, and we
employ firewalls and intrusion detection systems to help prevent unauthorized persons from gaining access to
your information.
A warning about phishing
We do not and will not, at any time, request your credit card information, login name, or password, in an
unsecure or unsolicited e-mail or telephone communication.
Identity theft and the practice currently known as "phishing" are of great concern to us. Safeguarding
information to help protect you from identity theft is our priority. For more information about phishing, you
may
want
to
visit
the
Federal
Government
website
"OnGuard
Online"
at
http://onguardonline.gov/phishing.html.
Children's privacy
We do not offer services directed to children. If we become aware that we have inadvertently received
personally identifiable information from a user under the age of 13 on our website, we will delete such
information from our records. If a parent or guardian becomes aware that his or her child has provided us
with personal information without his or her consent, he or she should contact us at info.us@budgetair.com.
External Links
If any part of this website links you to other websites, please note that those websites do not operate under
this Privacy Policy. We recommend you examine the privacy statements posted on those other websites to
understand their procedures for collecting, using, and disclosing personal information as they may be very
different from this Privacy Policy.
Visiting our website from outside the United States
If you are visiting our website from outside the United States, please be aware that your information may be
transferred to, stored, and processed in the United States, where our servers are located and our central
database is operated. The data protection and other laws of the United States and other countries might not
be as comprehensive as those in your country, but please be assured that we take steps to ensure that your
privacy is protected. By using our services, you understand that your information may be transferred to our
facilities and those third parties with whom we share it as described in this Policy.

Changes to this Privacy Policy
Because the Internet is an evolving medium, we may update this Privacy Policy in the future. We will notify
you about material changes to this Privacy Policy by sending a notice to the email address you provided to us
or by placing a prominent notice on our website. By continuing to use our website after we post any such
changes, you accept the Privacy Policy as modified.
How you can contact us
If you have questions about either this Privacy Policy (or your travel or entertainment planning or purchases),
please let us know at: www.budgetair.com/en_us/customer-service/contact
*****
This Privacy Policy is effective as of August, 2020.

